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Abstract
We describe a computational model of task switching developed within the ARCADIA framework.
This model emphasizes the attentional component of task sets and the locality of processing for
task selection, stimulus–response rules, and motion planning. We contrast the structure and processing of the model to one developed in ACT-R and illustrate its dynamics on one trial from a
task switching experiment. We conclude by discussing the broader implications of the model for
cognitive modeling and cognitive systems research.

1. Introduction
We engage in tasks everyday like answering an email, making dinner, or participating in a psychology experiment. Sometimes the tasks are well practiced, other times they are newly conceived.
Within cognitive psychology, the prevailing thought on how we arrange our minds to pursue these
tasks is that we rely on structured representations called task sets. These aggregate representations
shape our perceptions and organize our behaviors so that we can engage in temporally extended,
goal-directed activities. A considerable amount of literature in psychology and neuroscience has
attempted to uncover the structure and dynamics of task sets, but a clear image is still out of sight.
If we are to build artifacts that engage in diverse, goal-directed behavior, then knowing how taskrelated information is structured in the human mind could provide much needed insight into how we
might design those artifacts. Currently, there is general agreement that task sets include a stimulus
set that identifies the objects or properties relevant to the task and a response set that includes all
the task-relevant actions. These sets are organized under a task identifier that is sometimes called a
goal or simply a task. From this point of commonality, models of task sets diverge and are shaped
by implementation-specific concerns.
Grange and Houghton (2014) provide an excellent overview of existing models, grouping them
as mathematical, computational, or neural network approaches. All the models that they review
were developed to account for human behavioral data in the paradigm of task switching. However, because switching among tasks requires people to replace one task set with another, each of
these approaches takes a stand on how these are organized. Of the three groups, we are concerned
with computational models because they emphasize the reproduction of human behavior without
adopting the strictures of neural architecture. Moreover, our efforts to represent task sets within the
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ARCADIA framework (Bridewell & Bello, 2016b) fall naturally into this category. Specifically, we
concentrate our attention on the model implemented by Altmann and Gray (2008) in the ACT-R
cognitive architecture, using it as a point of comparison with the model that we have developed.
Like Altmann and Gray, along with others who investigate task switching, we are interested in
questions of cognitive control. How do we engage in flexible, goal-directed behavior in a dynamic
world that contains an essentially infinite variety of obstacles, distractions, and other interferences?
Models in ACT-R address this question starting from a theory of memory and, as a result, the
main emphasis is on what the individual elements in memory are and how their activation levels
are modified throughout task execution. In contrast, we start from a theory of attention. This
perspective lets us reflect on how our task guides our attention to relevant objects in the environment
and to important properties of those objects that we have perceived or inferred. In this paper, we
emphasize the key point that conflict resolution in the ACT-R model takes place at a global, task
level, whereas in ARCADIA it can also occur locally, in parallel, and in many cases without explicit
attention or cognitive control.

2. The Psychology of Task Switching
To discuss task sets, we need to introduce the task-switching paradigm. This experimental paradigm
is not the only one where task sets are discussed, but it is arguably the most well studied, and it is the
target of both our research and the work reported by Altmann and Gray. Task switching is primarily
used to investigate cognitive control processes, particularly those associated with efficiently and
rapidly switching between different tasks. Accordingly, models of task switching behavior often
assume the role of executive control functioning, but some do not (e.g., see Logan & Bundesen,
2003). All models, however, provide some description of how people can adapt to a dynamic
environment either through changes in their actions and/or deployment of attention.
Task switching is studied with experiments that can vary on several dimensions. In terms of
control, the stimuli can differ in whether and how an external cue is presented, denoting which task
to perform. In terms of complexity, they can differ in the number and types of tasks and the modalities in which tasks are presented. In terms of time, they can differ in how long participants have both
to prepare for an upcoming trial and to recover between response completion and the presentation
of the next cue or task (see Monsell, 2003, for a review). In conventional, externally cued, taskswitching paradigms, participants perform two reaction-time tasks within the same block of trials.
Often, switch costs are the dependent measurement and reflect latency differences between trials on
which participants repeat the same task and trials on which they switch between tasks. The tasks
usually involve the basic identification or categorization of digits, objects, or words within a single
sensory modality. In this paper, a digits task is modeled, such that participants make judgments on
either a single digit’s parity (even or odd) or its magnitude (greater or less than five), and an explicit
cue signals which task to perform on each trial.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical trial of the experiment modeled in Section 4.5. First, a cue is
presented for a certain amount of time to denote what the upcoming task will be. During this
interval, participants determine which attributes of the target stimulus to distinguish, and this often
involves switching between category rules. In this example, a participant would see the cue “M” for
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Figure 1. Time course of experimental display. Cues appear for 900 ms, delays between cue and stimulus and
between trials are 100 ms, and target stimuli appear until a button press, up to 2000 ms.

“magnitude” and know that a greater or less than five judgment will be made on the upcoming trial.
In this case, odd and low responses share one button and even and high responses share another
button. This means that the number eight maps to the same response across the tasks whereas nine
maps to different responses. After a brief presentation of a blank screen, a target is presented until
a response is made. In this experiment, the stimulus can be any integer from one to four and from
six to nine. A decision for a particular task is expressed in an action and often involves switching
between response rules: for example, seeing the number “6” and deciding that a response press
denoting “even” should be made. After the subject responds or a time limit is reached, another
blank screen appears, and the next trial begins.
How these two components, switching category rules and switching response rules, are accomplished in the course of a given trial defines a task set, or the effective intention to perform a task.
However, as we mentioned in the introduction, the representation of a task set in the literature has
been hazy. In response, we suggest that viewing the task set through the lens of attention can provide
some clarity in addition to any provided by the lens of memory.

3. Task Switching in ACT-R
In this section, we describe key elements of Altmann and Gray’s (2008) ACT-R model of task
switching. Our emphasis is on how they represent the components of a task set, the dynamics
of task switching and task execution, and to a lesser extent, the productions that encode control
knowledge. To be clear, we do not address the activation and retrieval processes in ACT-R or the
specifications and values of the 14 model parameters. Additionally, Altmann and Gray evaluated
their model with repeat runs when task switching does not occur, a measure that we also do not
consider. For those details, we direct readers to their original paper.
For Altmann and Gray, a task set is composed entirely of elements in semantic memory. These
include the tasks, stimulus categories, and responses. The parity task is symbolized by “evenodd”
and the magnitude task, which involves determining whether a single digit falls above or below
five on a number line, is symbolized by “highlow.” The stimulus categories are “even,” “odd,”
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“high,” and “low.” Finally, the responses are “left” and “right” corresponding to the positions of
buttons to be pressed. For the purposes of spreading activation, the tasks are connected to the
stimulus categories, which are connected to the responses. All of these elements may be activated
by percepts, such that the percepts associated with the cues activate the tasks and those from the task
stimuli (i.e., the numerals 1–4 and 6–9) activate the stimulus categories and possibly the responses.
In addition, episodic memory stores task codes that are connected to the tasks in semantic memory
and are used to track which one is currently being executed.
Execution in the model is controlled by productions and follows a routine pattern. The productions direct ACT-R to create a task code based on a cue, to increase its activation, and to manage the
retrieval of elements from semantic memory during task execution. This leads to an execution trace
of the following sort. The cue appears, a task code is created, and its activation level is increased.
After the stimulus appears, the model continues to increase task code activation until it has reached
a threshold value. Then the task code is retrieved (“evenodd”), the stimulus category is identified
(“6”), the response is selected (“left”), and the response is executed. Each cycle of execution is
specified to take 50 ms with the exception of response execution, which is specified to take 345
ms. Assuming the task code is activated strongly enough to enable immediate retrieval upon stimulus presentation, task execution takes 200 ms for stimulus processing for a minimum of a 545 ms
response time.
Although, at a high level, Altmann and Gray’s model agrees with the generally accepted view
that a task set comprises links between stimulus categories and responses, the specific representation
is at odds with other findings. For instance, this model relies on a limited notion of episodic memory
that keeps track of only the task codes (“evenodd” or “highlow”) and relies on activation levels when
recalling the current task. This characterization fails to cohere with results from Altmann’s (2013)
work where he concedes that based on latency data, episodic memory is not involved in explicitly
cued task-switching. Although Altmann does argue that error rates reflect an episodic memory
component, the simpler explanation is that participants failed to switch tasks after cue presentation.
As a result, it is likely that there is some encoding of the current task, but asserting a role for episodic
memory remains unwarranted.
In addition, Altmann and Gray’s reliance on episodic memory raises the issue of local versus
global conflict resolution. According to their account, errors in task execution result from retrieving the wrong task code from episodic memory. However, Brown, Reynolds, and Braver (2007)
developed a neural network model and argued for at least two conflict resolution mechanisms in
task switching. Their claim aligns with Regev and Meiran’s (2016) empirical work showing that
conflict resolution occurs not only at the task-set level but also when processing stimulus–response
rules. Specifically, their work found separate indicators of suppression associated with selection of
responses and with selection of tasks. At the least, these findings suggest localized conflict resolution within the task set. Compounding these results, we see that alternative motions are planned in
parallel and introduce a further point of conflict resolution (Gallivan et al., 2015). Such localized
activity is not accounted for by Altmann and Gray, and it is unclear with their current representation and modeling commitments how they could shift from a global view of conflict resolution to a
localized view. As evidence accumulates, it appears that we should move to a modeling paradigm
that supports local, and even parallel, conflict resolution for task switching.
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Figure 2. Pictorial representation of ARCADIA’s 25 ms cycle. Each component processes a subset of information read from sensors during the current cycle and produced by all the components during the previous
cycle. The focus selector uses an attentional strategy to pick the focus of attention, an element of information
that is given priority by the components that can operate on its encoded data. Effectors enable ARCADIA to
interact with its external environment.

4. An Attention-Driven Model of Task Switching
In this section, we introduce a model called Attentional Strategies and Task Reconfiguration in
Action (ASTRA), which is developed using the ARCADIA framework. After providing a brief
overview of ARCADIA, we discuss the representation of task sets and describe components that
load, store, execute, and swap the task sets. We then provide a specific task-switching scenario and
discuss components that process task-specific information. Finally, we walk through an example of
cue and stimulus processing in ASTRA.
4.1 The ARCADIA Framework
ARCADIA is at once both a theory of human cognitive architecture and a computational framework
for building attentionally guided, cognitive systems (Bridewell & Bello, 2016b). Whereas the next
sections discuss portions of ARCADIA in terms of their relationship to psychological and neuroscientific theorizing, this abbreviated introduction treats it as a general framework, which is depicted in
Figure 2. At its core, ARCADIA is a collection of components, each of which computes a function
that maps input to the component into output. Information is exchanged among components using
an interlingua that bundles information represented in heterogeneous data formats into discrete elements. For example, the element in Table 1 encodes a request to push a button. The components
operate in parallel during a simulated 25 ms cycle. On each cycle, the elements produced during
the previous one are visible to every component. In addition, components have access to an external environment through sensors, which are currently limited to carrying visual data, and can issue
commands to effectors, which can alter that environment.
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Table 1. An interlingua element for the action request to push the button assigned to odd/low numbers. This
request is for the number parity task and was generated by the system component that processes stimulus–
response links.
{:id g0112
:name “push-button”
:arguments {:button-id :b-odd-low
:task :parity
:effector :pointer}
:world nil
:source “sr-link-processor”
:type “action”}

To carry out integrated processing in ARCADIA, a focus of attention directs components to
apply their resources to a specific interlingua element. On each 25 ms cycle, one element is chosen
as the focus, after which its status is announced to every component. Components that have routines for processing information in the focus of attention will do so, while others may continue to
operate independently of what is attended. The choice of the focus of attention is determined by an
attentional strategy: a task-specific priority list. A default strategy, which we have used in several
cognitive models, is presented in Table 2, and ARCADIA’s main cycle is shown in Table 3. The
effects of attending to a particular element depend on the components within a model, and a typical strategy guides the components toward the fulfillment of a task without eliminating reactivity
to the environment. For example, in the model described in the next section, attending to a visual
representation of an object will enable various components to report features of that object. On
the subsequent cycle, those features will get bound together into the object representation unless a
component produces a request to press a button or to subvocalize a task name.
4.2 Task Sets in ASTRA
As with any model in ARCADIA, information processing in ASTRA is distributed and attention
provides a control signal that enables adaptive, temporally extended, task-oriented behavior. The
representation of tasks in this model draws from the psychological and neuroscientific literature
on task switching and is intended to provide a general framework for specifying tasks within all
ARCADIA models. Similar to the Altmann and Gray view, tasks in ASTRA comprise a set of
stimulus–response (SR) rules and a name that serves as a semantic tag for deliberate selection (e.g.,
“This is the odd–even task.”). Unlike Altmann and Gray’s model, in which control knowledge for
task execution exists as a set of productions unconnected to the task representation, the task sets in
ASTRA include an attentional strategy that prioritizes responses related to that task. Specifically, the
strategy enables the resolution of conflicts when SR rules for different tasks are activated during the
same trial. These parts of a task are bound together in a sense but, when a task is active, individual
parts are stored and processed across different components. Therefore, task representation is a
cluster of other representations, each in its own format and mechanisms for information processing.
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Table 2. The default attentional strategy for ARCADIA, which searches the output of components for requests
(1) to adopt an attentional strategy, (2) to carry out an action, (3) to attend to an internal object representation,
or (4) to shift covert attention to a potential object in the world.
(defn select-focus-default [expected]
;; input: the current set of interlingua elements produced by the components.
;; output: the interlingua element that will be the next focus of attention.
(or (rand-element expected :name “adopt-attentional-strategy”)
(rand-element expected :type “action”)
(rand-element expected :name “object” :type “instance” :world nil)
(rand-element expected :name “fixation”)))

By taking a closer look at SR rules and attentional strategies, we can point out key commitments
behind this view of a task set. In ASTRA, the SR rules connect a stimulus through its properties
to a request for action as shown in Table 4. The stimulus part is a predicate that returns true when
one or more elements produced by components match its definition. The response part is an actionrequest element. This request is only executed by the system if it receives attention. Therefore, the
task’s attentional strategy plays a key role in determining whether a particular SR rule leads to an
action, not only by focusing attention on the cue or stimulus, but also by prioritizing action requests
associated with the current task.
The core of ASTRA is a set of components developed to support task switching, but we did
make a key change in how ARCADIA selects the focus of attention. In previously reported models,
a static, monolithic, attentional strategy was sufficient, because each model accounted for a single
psychological task. Enabling flexible, dynamic shifts among tasks requires a focus-selection mechanism that supports swapping strategies. To this end, we extended the existing mechanism so that
it can be given an alterable, task-related strategy whose preferences are prioritized over the default
strategy. In this model, the task-related strategies prioritize actions produced by the task’s SR rules
followed by requests to subvocalize words. The default strategy operates whenever no elements
match the task strategy. In that case, as shown in Table 2, the priorities are (1) requests to change
attentional strategies, (2) action requests, (3) newly created object representations, and (4) requests
to shift covert visual attention. If no preferred elements exist, one is chosen uniformly at random.
4.3 The Dynamics of Task Switching
We intend for the task-processing components introduced in ASTRA to serve as a general-purpose
group for use in any ARCADIA model that switches among multiple tasks or carries out tasks with
complex, hierarchical structure. As designed, this group includes five components that emphasize
task sets as distributed, structured representations and processes, the dynamics of which are illustrated in Figure 3. These components include task-memory, task-wm, and sr-link-processor, which
act in part as memory systems, and task-refresher and attention-manager, which request updates
to memory contents. Before describing the specifics of the task shown in Figure 3, we discuss the
relationships among the task-switching components used in the example.
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Table 3. Clojure code for executing a single cycle in ARCADIA.
(defn ARCADIA-Cycle
;; input: the current state of the simulation environment
;; output: the next state of the simulation environment
[env]
;; broadcast the focus of attention to all the components so that they can
;; execute their functions over the current interlingua elements.
(broadcast-focus (access/get-focus) (access/get-content))
;; retrieve the resulting interlingua elements from all the components.
(doseq [c (get-components)] (component/deliver-result c))
;; select the next focus of attention using the current attentional strategy.
(focus-selector/select-focus!)
;; step through the environment, executing any actions that are slated to
;; be carried out on this cycle.
(simulator/step env (environment-actions (access/get-content)))
env)

At the moment, ARCADIA lacks components that turn instructions into task representations,
so we assume that each task is initially defined and stored in a long-term task-memory component.
On most cycles, this component is inactive, but when the focus of attention is on a request to
subvocalize a word that corresponds to the name of a known task, task-memory issues a command
to load the associated task into working memory. If this memorization request receives attention,
then task-wm replaces its current task with the newly requested one. This activity is similar to taskcode creation and retrieval in Altmann and Gray’s model, but instead of invoking episodic memory,
we have a specific limited-capacity, working memory location for tracking the current task. This
implementation is in line with evidence that, typically, the monitoring and motivational factors for
a single, active goal are represented in the medial frontal cortex (Charron & Koechlin, 2010). Like
other short-term memory components in our models, task-wm reports its current element (a task
structure) on each cycle. When ARCADIA starts, task-wm is empty and ASTRA relies on the
default attentional strategy. To ensure that the modeled task is active, we use a component called
task-initializer (not illustrated) to load the top-level task into working memory during the first few
cycles of operation.
When a task is memorized, not only is it loaded into task-specific working memory but also
its parts are activated in three components of the model. The first is task-refresher, which upon
seeing a request to load a task issues a request to update the current attentional strategy. If this
request receives attention, then attention-manager ensures that ARCADIA’s focus selection mechanism updates its priority structure to use the new strategy. While task-refresher brings the system’s
attentional priorities in line with the specified task, sr-link-processor stores the associated SR rules
in its list of active rules. This implementation is in line with evidence that SR rules are stored in the
premotor dorsal cortex and pre-premotor dorsal cortex (Badre & D’Esposito, 2009). In ASTRA,
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Table 4. An example of how to construct a stimulus–response rule in the ASTRA model, which consist of
(i) a predicate that matches interlingua elements with a name of “object-property” and an argument list that
includes the values “:parity” for the attribute :property and “:odd” for :value, and (ii) a function that produces
an action request interlingua element for pushing the button assigned to “odd” for the “parity” task.
;; descriptor constructs a predicate that can be used to filter interlingua
;; elements for only those that match all the specified values.
(sr-link [(descriptor :name ”object-property”, :property :parity, :value :odd)]
;; push-button constructs a function that produces an
;; interlingua element for an action request.
(push-button :b-odd-low :parity))

rules, once loaded, are never inactivated. Although this limitation should be addressed in later versions, we note that in a complex task environment such as one that requires task switching, multiple
sets of potentially contradictory SR rules can be active simultaneously (Vandierendonck, 2016). As
a result, the model must be robust to responses being generated in parallel.
To present trials of this sort to ARCADIA, we give it images at a simulated rate of 40 Hz.
Interpreting this imagery relies on a group of components for visual processing described elsewhere
(Bridewell & Bello, 2016a). In short, the current image is read by a sensor component and operated
on by other low-level visual components. After a few cycles, an object representation is stored in
visual short-term memory. The important points about this approach are that ARCADIA operates
on image data and that creating stored visual representations of objects is attention-dependent and
takes multiple cycles. As a result, these vision-related components account for part of the time
required for cue and stimulus interpretation in a manner that maps to what occurs in the course of
human visual processing.
4.4 Task-Specific Components
Interpreting the cue and target characters is handled by four task-specific components. First, when
an object is the focus of attention, character-reporter identifies any single letters or numbers that
appear in the associated image segment. This character is associated with the object. Second,
when that character is a numeral, number-identifier reports the number that it represents, which
is also associated with the object. The third and fourth components, number-parity and numbermagnitude, report whether that number is odd or even and greater or less than a given threshold.
Although the components are task-specific, we note that they each provide capabilities in a manner
general enough for inclusion in other models. However, they differ from the visual processing and
the new task processing components, which we consider practical for use in all ARCADIA models.
In addition to these components, there are specific SR rules for cue interpretation and both the
magnitude and parity tasks. Cue interpretation uses two rules, one that connects identifying the
character ‘P’ to a request to subvocalize “parity” and another that connects ‘M’ to “magnitude”.
The task rules connect relevant properties to requests to press a button. For instance, if the parity
property “odd” is detected, then issue an action request associated with the parity task to press the
“odd-low” button. A sketch of these rules appears in the memory row of Figure 3.
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Cue Task
sr-link-processor
“M” → Subvocalize “Magnitude”
“P” → Subvocalize “Parity”

Figure 3. Example time course of a cue-based task switch, starting at the point where the cue-interpretation
task is currently active. The top row displays components that contribute to the task switch. The middle row
shows a gloss of the interlingua elements produced during the switch. The bottom row shows the contents
of the memory components and focus selector (a part of the ARCADIA architecture) before the task switch
and as the task switch occurs. Note that the representation of the active task is distributed across multiple
memory-related parts of the model.

Finally, cue interpretation and both task sets have associated attentional strategies that are prioritized over ARCADIA’s default strategy when they are loaded. As shown in Table 5, the strategy
for each task prioritizes (1) an action produced by an SR rule for that task and (2) a specific action
request to subvocalize a word. The assumption behind this implementation is that the provenance
of an action request is encoded with it. For example, the parity task, the odd or even property, the
SR rule, and the response are connected through the task set. Consequently, both the activation of
an SR rule (“push ‘b’ when the number is even”) and the corresponding response are traceable as
following from the parity task. The consensus holds that task-set representations are distributed and
that parts can be shared, but nevertheless parts of task sets can be exchanged or reprioritized while
leaving other parts unaltered (Rangelov et al., 2013).
4.5 An Example of Task Switching in ASTRA
To illustrate how these parts of the model come together and point toward the implications of the
perspective that they reflect, we walk through one cue and target presentation as depicted in Figure 1.
Our goal with this model is not to match any specific human data, but instead to characterize the
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Table 5. The attentional strategy for the parity task, which searches the output of components for requests
(1) to carry out an action instigated by a parity-related, stimulus–response rule and (2) to subvocalize some
word or phrase. If no elements match these preferences during a cycle, then ARCADIA relies on the default
strategy.
(defn select-focus-parity [expected]
;; input: the current set of interlingua elements produced by the components.
;; output: the interlingua element that will be the next focus of attention.
(or (rand-element expected :type “action” :task :parity)
(rand-element expected :type “action” :name “subvocalize”)))

stages of information processing involved, their ordering, and to what extent they may occur in
parallel. As a result, this model may be seen to place a lower bound on the time required to interpret
the stimuli in this particular task-switching paradigm. Additionally, the example helps address the
question of what a task set is by showing how its different aspects are dynamically invoked.
Beginning with visual processing, Figure 3 shows the time course of cue processing with respect
to the model. Within ARCADIA, each of these stages is assumed to take 25 ms with the exception
of visual processing which is simplified in this picture and takes 100 ms, or four cycles. Visual
processing ends with character-reporter identifying the associated letter (“M” or “P”). In the next
cycle, sr-link-processor responds to the character stimulus and issues a request to subvocalize the
task name associated with the letter (“magnitude” or “parity”). That request receives attention and
the subvocalization process begins simultaneously with the request to memorize or refresh the taskset associated with the name. In response to this request, task-refresher prepares a request to adopt
the attentional strategy to fit the associated task. At the same time, task-wm updates its stored task
set and sr-link-processor ensures that the associated rules are active. Finally, attention-manager
switches its attentional strategy so that the model is guided to task-relevant representations. As
modeled, this entire process takes eight cycles or 200 ms of simulated time.
Figure 4 provides a similar view for processing the target stimulus. After visual processing, three
stages of property identification are interleaved with the binding of that information to the object
representation. These properties include the numeral (character-reporter), the number represented
by the numeral (number-reporter), and the task-relevant characteristics of the number (numbermagnitude and number-parity). The associated SR rules connect the parity and magnitude properties
to task-specific action requests that are then sent to the motion planner. The planner holds the action
requests in abeyance for 150 ms before executing them in the environment. This delay is based on
the values reported by Haith, Pakpoor, and Krakauer (2016), and is an underestimate of the actual
time that people take since there appears to be an extra 80 ms delay between motion preparation
and action initiation. As a result, the entire process (as modeled) takes a simulated 400 ms: 225 ms
of initial processing, 150 ms of motion planning, and 25 ms for movement initiation.
Finally, we provide a closer look at localized conflict resolution in ASTRA. After the magnitude
and parity tasks have been loaded into task working memory at least once, their rules will be included in the sr-link-processor. As a result, both potential action requests associated with the tasks
will be produced and both may receive attention. In cases where both requests appear during the
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Figure 4. Example time course of target processing, starting at the point just after visual processing. The
top row displays components that contribute to target interpretation. The bottom row shows a gloss of the
interlingua elements produced during task execution.

same ARCADIA cycle, then the attentional strategy can make a local determination to prioritize
the action associated with the current task. In other cases, for instance when one target property
takes fewer cycles to process than others, the motion planner has a limited ability to resolve any
conflicts. Specifically, when there are no other planned actions and an action request is the focus of
attention, the motion planner stores that request and starts a timer. As that timer counts down, any
other action requests that arrive will be held alongside the initial one. When the timer reaches zero,
the request associated with the active task is enacted regardless of when, during that delay, it was
made. If no task-specific action is requested, then the first to arrive is executed. Even though there
is more research to be carried out on this topic, these two situations illustrate the localized approach
and how different mechanisms for conflict resolution are realized within ARCADIA models.

5. Discussion
We began this paper by asking the question, “How do humans engage in flexible, goal-directed
behavior in a dynamic world that contains an essentially infinite variety of obstacles, distractions,
and other interferences?” The answer that we sought to give was one invested in the perspective
of computational cognitive science, a perspective that addresses the representations and processes
that support mental activity. To this end, we reviewed a model of task switching that was centered
around a theory of memory and used episodic memory to drive its behavior. Mounting psychological, neuroscientific, and computational evidence for the presence of distributed, localized conflict
resolution operating in human cognition led us to develop a novel task representation within the
ARCADIA framework. In this section, we state the relevance of this approach to cognitive models
and, more broadly, to cognitive systems research. Afterwards, we summarize our answer to our
driving question.
5.1 Relevance to Cognitive Modeling
The value of the present research to the field of cognitive modeling can be expressed by the ways in
which it differs from the ACT-R model discussed in Section 3. First, ASTRA incorporates control
knowledge into the task set in the form of an attentional strategy. To our knowledge, this is a unique
perspective among models of task switching. This choice is supported by recent work from Longman, Lavric, and Monsell (2016), who showed that spatial attention is reconfigured with the task
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set and, specifically, that errors in attending can be mitigated by letting study participants advance
trials at their own speed. Second, ASTRA allows for localized conflict resolution. In the current
implementation, such localized resolution occurs only in the motion planning component, where
action requests are held in abeyance for a period of time and those associated with the currently
active task are preferred. However, we plan to include conflict resolution in the component that processes SR rules. We also expect to add conflict resolution when switching task sets and attentional
strategies. These changes will help account for recent reports on the influence of localized conflicts
(e.g., Longman et al., 2016; Regev & Meiran, 2016).
In addition, there is a natural extension of the attentional approach of ASTRA to models of
contingent capture (Folk & Remington, 2006), where the task set influences the visual salience of
goal-relevant objects. Experiments for investigating this phenomenon are typically not carried out
in the task-switching literature, but they are relevant to visual search where the task of finding a
particular object could influence early visual processing. For example, green items may be more
likely to receive attention than others to someone who is looking for lettuce in a refrigerator. This
potential extension highlights the usefulness of task set representations in ARCADIA beyond basic
models of task switching. Furthermore, research in this area will help identify how mental states
such as goals and intentions can influence perception. The central idea being that attention as a mediator of priorities in perception, cognition, and action serves as the integrator of mental processing
across modalities (Watzl, 2017).
5.2 Relevance to Cognitive Systems
This idea brings us to the broader value that ASTRA has for cognitive systems research. From a
practical perspective, cognitive architectures including Soar (Laird, 2012) and ACT-R (Altmann &
Gray, 2008) as well as early expert systems (Lindsay et al., 1980; Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1984)
have illustrated the value of productions in the encoding and application of knowledge. The task
representation described here extends ARCADIA so that it can use productions in the form of its
SR rules and enables research on how stimuli and responses interact with attention. For example, in
ASTRA, the attentional strategy prioritizes responses that are associated with the currently adopted
goal. Building on this capacity, we intend to extend the reported approach to enhance perceptual
representations that match the conditions in the SR rules with the intention that this will draw attention to task relevant stimuli. This tactic is related to modeling contingent capture and can be
generalized to cover enhancement of non-visual stimuli and interlingua elements as well. Adding
productions to ARCADIA also eases the integration of those productions with perceptual processing. In contrast to Soar, which requires special modules for perceptual input, and ACT-R, which
assumes that percepts are already encoded symbolically, researchers can add components for computer vision and audition to ARCADIA that have the same relationship to the framework as every
other component. In other words, components that process sensory information have access to the
same interlingua elements as the others in a model, and they produce interlingua elements that are
visible to and usable by all the components. Consequently, integration of perceptual information is
no different from the integration of any other sort of information in the system.
From a theoretical perspective, there has been a longstanding question regarding how to incorporate working memory into a cognitive system. For the most part, system developers rely on
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Baddeley’s model of working memory for inspiration (e.g., Baddeley et al., 2001; Baddeley, 2012).
A central aspect of that model is its multicomponent nature, which many cognitive architectures and
systems implement, including ARCADIA. However, as shown in ASTRA, the ARCADIA view of
working memory is more distributed than typically seen. In addition to task working memory and
the phonological loop that supports subvocalization that were discussed in this paper, ARCADIA
models often include visual short-term memory, episodic memory, and a general working memory
component for storing arbitrary interlingua elements. The contents of these memory components
are themselves spread across multiple representations and components. In this paper, we saw that
different parts of the active task are represented in task working memory, the SR link processor,
and the focus selector. Moreover, when action responses are initiated, the motion planner stores the
instantiated responses of the SR rules for multiple cycles. This approach lets researchers control
the granularity of their representations and processes are for any particular working memory implementation. In ASTRA, this meant that we could quickly develop a model that closely satisfied the
constraints of the current literature.
With that said, how do humans engage in flexible, goal-directed behavior in a dynamic world
that contains an essentially infinite variety of obstacles, distractions, and other interferences? Our
tentative answer is that they control the deployment of attention to goal-relevant stimuli and responses. By adopting a task, a person not only identifies a collection of behaviors that would be
useful in achieving a goal but also sets priorities on patterns of perception and action. These priorities help focus activity while being able to take advantage of opportunities that arise in the environment. To illustrate, suppose you were walking to a soda machine to get a drink. If a friend walked
up and offered you a soda, you might take it to save the trip and expense. Importantly, these priorities are mixed with ones that guide perception in untasked situations, which lets people respond
to hazards that are salient enough to break through their focused activity. For instance, if you were
on the same walk to the soda machine and someone stepped out in front of you, it would be best to
notice them and respond instead of walking into them, regardless of the overarching task. Whether
this answer is ultimately correct or specific enough requires further research, which is faciliated by
an attention-centric framework such as ARCADIA.
In conclusion, we have made progress toward a model of task switching that will add a global
capacity to represent and switch among tasks to the ARCADIA framework. Moreover, we are
already using the functionality in separate models of causal reasoning and intentional action that
are under development. To date, ASTRA has been influenced by recent and landmark results in
cognitive psychology and neuroscience. We plan to continue this trend, with a particular emphasis
on localized information processing that is bound together by the direction of attention. And from
a cognitive systems perspective, we will use the work here to further test ARCADIA’s utility as a
framework for integrating theories of cognition, perception, and action.
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